Bovine coagulation factor V visualized with electron microscopy. Ultrastructure of the isolated activated forms and of the activation fragments.
Single chain bovine factor V (Mr = 330,000) was isolated and visualized by means of high resolution transmission electron microscopy of negatively stained samples. Both factor Va, activated by thrombin or by the factor V activator from Russell's viper venom, and the isolated fragments, D (Mr = 105,000), C1 (Mr = 150,000), and F1F2 (Mr = 72,000), were studied. Single chain factor V appeared as a multidomain structure with three globular domains of similar size (diameter approximately 80 A), and oriented around a somewhat larger central domain (diameter approximately 140 A). The distance between the center of the molecule and the center of each of the peripheral domains was 120 A and the maximum length of factor V was 300 A. The structure was essentially identical with that recently shown for human single chain factor V (Dahlbäck, B. (1985) J. Biol. Chem. 260, 1347-1349). Isolated thrombin-activated factor Va (containing fragments D and F1F2) was composed of two domains of similar size, each of which was approximately 80 A in diameter and corresponded in size and shape to the peripheral domains seen in intact factor V. The isolated activation fragment C1 appeared as an irregular structure with an approximate diameter of 140 A and corresponded in size and shape to the larger central domain in intact factor V. The activator from Russell's viper venom only cleaves the bond(s) between C1 and F1F2, which results in two fragments, a larger fragment (Mr = 220,000) bearing the D, E, and C1 region and a smaller one corresponding to the F1F2 fragment. The venom-activated factor Va in the electron microscope demonstrated a multidomain structure similar in size and shape to that obtained with intact factor V. A model for factor V and the molecular events involved in activation is proposed.